
Powerful reliable performance, making light work of housework
Made in Germany - The compact  SEBO K3 Premium barrel vacuum cleaner features 
a commercial grade deep cleaning power brush which optimises performance by 
ensuring that the brush is at the correct cleaning height. 
Intelligent design shows in every aspect of SEBO models: efficient air flow, large 
wheels and anti-allergy design with Sensitive Choice Approval.
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Technical details: • Suction Motor 1900W 
• Filter Bag 3.0L Ultra 
• Body Weight 5.5 kg

• Brush Motor 175W
• Cleaning Range 10.8m
• Filtration S-CLASS

SEBO Parquetry (7200dg)
Perfect for vacuuming soft 
wood floors. As standard.

Optional UHS Polishing 
Attachment (9434AU)    
Maintain high gloss smooth 
hard floors without using 
water or chemicals. The high 
speed rotation of the pad and 
suction from the vacuum 
result in a polished and 
hygienically clean floor.

Multiple Hard Floor Surfaces: 
Suitable for Marble, 
Terrazzo, Wood, Polished 
Concrete, Lino, Laminate, 
Vinyl and some tiles leaving 
no streaks.

High  Performance  Filtration 
Electrostatic filtration uses statically 
charged micro-fibres that attract dust 
particles from the air stream, these then 
bond onto the fibres. 

This enables the filter material to have a 
relatively open texture which allows a very 
good air flow for better suction 
performance, yet it also gives highly 
effective filtration.

Optional Accessories available such as Air 
Fresheners (0496-1), Stair and Fabric Turbo 
Tool (6179ER) and Duo-P Spot Clean Box 
(0478).

Swivel Neck
Allows power brush to maneuver easily and 
smoothly around obstacles and in tight spaces.

Brush On / Off
Simple push of a button the head 
converts to straight suction only.

Indicator Lights
Blockage warning light with auto-
shutdown safety features.

4-Level Brush Height Adjustment

Allows the full force of the power 
brush to give a spectacular cleaning 
experience on varying flooring heights.

Rubber Bumper and Coated Wheels
Ensures that none of your valuable 
furniture or floors are damaged.




